
Beating the bounds – Walking Croydon’s boundaries 

 

It started with a walk in the first lockdown to Selsdon Woods, where a path was signposted as 

‘Addington Border’. This piqued my interest. I checked some historical maps and the path did indeed 

follow the traditional borders of Addington Parish. As a geographer, I’ve always found boundaries 

interesting. Boundaries are important in terms of understanding where we are, relating to questions 

of place identity and how we carve up territory in order to govern it. 

Eight months later, in the third lockdown, I’d walked pretty much every direction from my home in 

Park Hill and was looking for some new walks which would take me in different directions but still 

following the rules to exercise locally. This is when I hit upon the idea to walk around Croydon’s 

boundaries. The term ‘beating the bounds’ comes from the ancient tradition of walking around the 

boundaries of a parish once a year to reassert where the boundaries were.  

The concept of a parish can be traced back to the Anglo-Saxon period and was an area of territory 

which would support, through the collection of tithes (a taxation of a tenth of local wealth and 

agricultural produce) a church and its priest. Traditionally, the beating of the bounds would have 

been led by the parish priest with churchwardens and was an important annual ritual for 

communities. My walks would be ‘beating the bounds’ of the modern London Borough of Croydon 

and the historic parishes which would eventually become part of the borough. 

As David Fletcher has written, until the production of tithe maps in the early nineteenth century, and 

then the work of the Ordnance Survey following that, there were no comprehensive maps showing 

the precise boundaries of parishes and written records were inconsistent. Instead, the boundaries of 

a parish were passed down through oral history, relying on the memory of older parishioners, and 

reaffirmed through the annual perambulation of the boundaries through the ‘beating the bounds’. 

This was usually done during the Rogation Days – Ascension Week – as part of the annual ritual cycle 

of a parish and a highlight of its community life. The perambulations could take more than one day, 

with members of neighbouring parishes meeting at their communal boundaries to agree where they 

lay and usually involved considerable supply of food and drink for the participants. As Steve Hindle 

explains, over time the ceremony became less about religious ritual and more about confirming the 

boundaries and reasserting community identity. 

Exactly how England came to be divided into these parishes with their boundaries is beyond 

recorded history, however it was usually associated with land holdings in the Anglo-Saxon period, 

and when Lord of the Manor established a church. A parish might also have detached parts, 

separated from the rest of the parish, as they followed sometimes complex land ownership patterns. 

Church (canon) law meant that by 1180, however, the boundaries of these parishes were largely 

fixed, not moving even when landownership changed, so that over time some parishes might contain 

more than one manor whilst other manors spread over several parishes. This fixity – occasional 

disputes over whether a few fields lay in one parish or another notwithstanding – makes the ancient 

parish the key to local history. 

Over time, the parish started to gain civil as well as religious significance, for example with the 

responsibility to record births, deaths and marriages or to provide relief for the poor (both required 

from the Tudor period). In the nineteenth century, there was a split between the parish as a unit of 

religious governance around a church – what became termed ‘ecclesiastical parishes’ – and the 

parish as a unit of local government – what became termed ‘civil parishes’. In 1866, when first split, 

the boundaries of these ecclesiastical and civil parishes would have matched, but over time the two 

diverged, particularly in towns and cities where growing populations meant new churches were 

established in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
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Local government also evolved. Detached parts of parishes were tidied-up by being merged into their 

neighbours. The late nineteenth century saw the establishment of county boroughs and urban and 

rural district councils, with these being based on parishes or groupings of them. The next significant 

development was the creation of London boroughs in 1965 and district councils in 1974, which both 

usually followed the boundaries of the previous boroughs and rural and urban districts. An excellent 

website to investigate the history of the various administrative units, their boundaries and records 

relating to them is the Vision of Britain site. 

What is currently the London Borough of Croydon, some minor boundary revisions in 1969 and 1993 

notwithstanding, is what had been before 1965 the County Borough of Croydon and Coulsdon and 

Purley Urban District. These can be traced back to the older parish boundaries, so modern Croydon 

essentially follows the boundaries of what had been the parishes of Addington, Coulsdon, Croydon 

(including its detached part of Selsdon) and Sanderstead. In a sense, our contemporary borough is a 

based around the landowning patterns and church administration of the late Saxon period. I find this 

continuity fascinating. 

Given walking around the whole borough boundary would be about 69km, and too far for a single 

walk, I decided to divide my walk so I’d both walk around the historic parish boundaries and also, 

across all the walks, cover the modern borough boundary too. 

I knew from childhood adventures in Littleheath Woods that some old boundary markers existed and 

when researching the routes for my walks, I noticed on Ordnance Survey maps a number of other 

boundary posts and boundary stones marked. A detailed and useful inventory of where these exist 

across London is available here. As well as boundary posts for parishes, districts and boroughs, as 

we’re at the edge of London, some of our boundaries also feature Coal tax posts, erected in the 

1860s to mark the points were taxes on coal and wine were due to the Corporation of London. 

As well as these markers, people following boundaries can also look for other subtle signs. There’s 

modern borough signs, of course, but not all roads or paths have these, and they’re not always on 

the actual boundary. Other clues include changes in the road surface and in style and colour of 

lampposts (Croydon street lamps are black but those of our neighbours are mainly green). Within the 

modern borough, the former parish boundaries can be harder to spot but sometimes road names still 

change where the old boundaries lay, for example where Coombe Road (Croydon) becomes Coombe 

Lane (Addington). 

I’ve created this map which shows the routes I took in my series of seven walks ‘beating the bounds’ 

of Croydon and also the boundary posts and markers I found along the way. The map is approximate, 

given that Google maps don’t show public footpaths in rural areas but combining with an Ordnance 

Survey map which does should allow anyone interested in following these routes to do the same.  

 

Walk 1 – Addington Parish 

The first walk was around the historic parish of Addington. This became part of Croydon Rural District 

from 1894 to 1915, then following a review of local government in Surrey, part of Godstone Rural 

District. An act of parliament then saw it transferred into the County Borough of Croydon in 1928. I 

wonder whether Croydon Corporation (council) already had thoughts of the development of what 

would become New Addington when lobbying for this expansion of their area. This 1928 merger is 

why the boundary posts in Littleheath Woods, along what had been the Addington boundary, say 

‘Croydon Borough 1928’. 

On the map, I’ve put the route starting / finishing at Lloyd Park Tram Stop but obviously as a circular 

walk around a parish, walkers could start and finish anywhere on the circuit. As well as the boundary 
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posts in Littleheath Woods, Selsdon Woods and Frith Wood, there’s a Coal Tax Post at the southern 

tip of New Addington and earthwork berms along the old Addington Border in Selsdon Woods and 

Birch Wood. The spot where Kent Gate Way becomes Addington Road marks the historic parish and 

modern borough boundary and in Spring Park, the boundary would have followed (and in part still 

does) The Beck stream from its source. As well as being a parish boundary this eastern part is the 

ancient county boundary between Surrey and Kent. 

This walk should be about 19-20km in total (depending how much you weave around as you walk to 

look at things). When I walked this route, I went around the Bethlem Royal Hospital, two-thirds of 

the site of which had been in Addington Parish and then Croydon borough until a 1993 boundary 

review transferred the whole hospital site to Bromley (in exchange, Croydon gained the whole of 

what is now South Norwood Country Park which had been similarly split between the two boroughs). 

This involved quite a long detour into Eden Park, so I’ve not included that bit on my map. 

 

Walk 2 – Croydon Parish (East) 

Looking at old parish boundary maps, it’s striking how large Croydon is compared to all its neighbours 

and the norm in this part of southern England. This may be related to the Archbishop of Canterbury 

having held the manor and had a very large estate. I’ve therefore divided this walk into two. Croydon 

parish became a municipal borough in 1883, a country borough in 1889 and then part of a London 

borough in 1965. 

Part one of the two Croydon parish walks starts again at Lloyd Park Tram Stop and finishes at 

Norbury Station, which should be a walk of about 17-18km. The Penge boundary post on 

Landsdowne Place is quite interesting because they illustrate how Penge had been a detached part of 

Battersea Parish until 1866,  and that unlike the rest of Bromley borough, Penge was historically part 

of the county of Surrey rather than Kent.  

Any boundary geek should also note the site of the Vicar’s Oak by the ‘Boundary Gates’ to Crystal 

Palace Park. This was historically where the parishes of Camberwell, Croydon, Lambeth and the 

Penge part of Battersea met. In the time before boundaries were mapped, the oral tradition would 

often rely on landscape features, such as streams, hedges and prominent trees as ways of describing 

and remembering where the bounds went. Adjacent to this is still where the  modern borough 

boundaries of Bromley, Croydon, Lambeth and Southwark meet. 

There’s also a series of boundary posts from Streatham Parish, the London County Council and 

Croydon to look out for on the final stretch of the walk along the edge of Streatham Common. 

 

Walk 3 – Croydon Parish (West) 

Continuing the circumnavigation of the main part of the historic parish of Croydon, this second part is 

from Norbury Station back round to Lloyd Park Tram Stop. This should be around 19-20km. The 

stretch around the Purley Way industrial area is less scenic than other walks, but there’s still a few 

interesting sights along the way on this walk. 

Notable features include, near the start, Hermitage Bridge, where the A23 London Road crosses the 

Norbury Brook. This is the boundary here between the historic parishes of Croydon and Streatham 

and, from 1889 to 1965, was the boundary between the County Borough of Croydon and the London 

County Council area. Until London Transport was created in 1933, this bridge was where there was a 

divide between the LCC and the Croydon Corporation tram networks, with passengers needing to get 

off one tram, cross the bridge, then broad another to continue their journey. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_Borough_of_Croydon


There’s some good views at Pollards Hill. The route here descends down to Pollards Hill via a 

footpath unmarked on maps but there is steep but passable route here. At Highfield Road there’s a 

boundary stone, which Beddington used to mark its boundaries instead of the boundary posts of 

Croydon – it’s easily missed.  

The walk ends at Croham Hurst, saved from development in the 1901 and kept as woodland. There’s 

a cluster of Croydon boundary posts to be found in the woods and a steep walk up is rewarded by 

good views from the top and, with a slight diversion from where the historic boundaries ran, the 

atmospheric site of a Bronze Age round barrow. 

 

Walk 4 – Parts of Beddington, Chipstead and Woodmansterne 

This walk takes us around areas which were added to Coulsdon civil parish through boundary reviews 

in 1915 and 1933 and is  the part of the modern borough where there’s probably been most change 

in the boundaries over the years. The historic boundaries of Coulsdon parish ran largely along what is 

now the A23 Brighton Road on its western edge, but in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries there was considerable growth of suburban housing following the road and rail lines. 

Changes were made to the parish boundaries in 1915 and 1933, with Coulsdon gaining parts of 

Beddington, Woodmansterne, Chipstead, Merstham and Chaldon parishes over time. The next walk 

follows the ancient boundaries of Coulsdon and this one covers the extra bits added through these 

changes. 

The walk is about 23-24km, starting from Purley station and finishing at Coulsdon South station. 

Notable boundary features would be the boundary markers at the top of Rickman Hill Road, where a 

grassy traffic island has a Coal tax post and also a sign saying ‘Croydon Rural District’. Coulsdon was 

included in the Croydon rural district from 1894 to 1915, but the rural district was disbanded in 1915 

when suburban growth meant it was by then far from rural. Croydon Corporation made a bid in 

1914, when the rural district was being disbanded, for its area to be added to the county borough 

but were unsuccessful in parliament and instead new separate urban districts were created. 

The walk also takes us around Hooley, which had been included in the London borough of Croydon 

from 1965 to 1969 but was then returned to what is now Reigate and Banstead borough. The church 

of St Peter and St Paul at Chaldon has a fascinating historic wall painting inside and is worth a visit. 

The modern borough boundary is only just north of here and is the most southerly part of Greater 

London. 

 

Walk 5 – Coulsdon 

Ignoring the twentieth century additions, this walk takes us around the ancient boundaries of 

Coulsdon parish. Coulsdon became part of Croydon Rural District from 1894 to 1915, and then part 

of Coulsdon and Purley Urban District from 1915 to 1965. The merger of this urban district with the 

neighbouring country borough to form the London borough of Croydon was controversial at the 

time, and the Surrey East Member of Parliament tried to amend the then London Government Bill in 

1963 to avoid Coulsdon and Purley becoming part of Greater London. He was unsuccessful. 

The walk starts at finishes at Purley station, but as another circular walk, you could start and finish 

anywhere around the route. It’s a walk of about 21-22km. The stretch along the A23 isn’t the most 

scenic walking but takes you past the old council offices of Coulsdon and Purley Urban District near 

Reedham Station, opened in 1930 and now converted to flats. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Croydon_Rural_District
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Around Coulsdon Common there’s two Coal tax posts which are both still alongside the modern 

boundary of Greater London and another ‘Croydon Rural District’ boundary post at Kenley. The path 

up alongside Riddlesdown Quarry is very steep but takes you past a boundary stone for the former 

Caterham and Warlingham Urban District. The very steep path could be avoided by taking the gentler 

track up the other side of the old quarry to Riddlesdown. 

The walk includes stretches of Coulsdon Common, Kenly Common and Riddlesdown. These commons 

are owned and managed by the Corporation of London whose preservation of these valued open 

spaces has made for some really pleasant stretches of this walk. 

 

Walk 6 – Sanderstead 

The smallest of the historic parishes of modern Croydon, this circumnavigation of the ancient 

boundaries of Sanderstead is about 14-15km. I’d suggest starting and finishing at Sanderstead Station 

(which is far from the historic village and on the parish boundary) but as a complete circuit this walk 

could start anywhere on the route. Sanderstead became part of the Croydon Rural District in 1894, 

Coulsdon and Purley Urban District in 1915 and the London borough of Croydon in 1965. 

Going anti-clockwise (the walk is equally pleasant either way round), the walk includes stretches 

through Riddlesdown, the Kings Wood where wide paths were laid out for shooting parties and 

alongside Croham Hurst, on the path at the edge of the woods next to the golf course and then up 

across Croham Hurst, following the historic Croydon boundary post markers. 

The area around Hamsey Green was subject to boundary revisions in 1993 as part of a desire by the 

Boundary Commission to try and ensure a clearer boundary for Greater London. 

 

Walk 7 – Selsdon 

Traditionally, Selsdon (sometimes known as Croydon Crook) was a detached part of Croydon parish, 

cut off from the rest of the parish by Sanderstead and Addington parishes meeting around Croham 

Valley Road. I’ve put the walk as starting / finishing at Lloyd Park Tram Stop but another convenient 

transport point actually closer to the historic boundaries would be the bus stop where Croham Road 

becomes Croham Valley Road (bus stop called ‘Manor Way’).  

When Croydon parish became a municipal borough in 1883, the detached part of Selsdon was not 

included but was instead transferred to Sanderstead Parish, becoming part of Croydon Rural District, 

Coulsdon and Purley Urban District before being reunited into Croydon in 1965. 

Going clockwise round, the walk of 16-17km would follow the boundaries with Addington through 

Littlehealth Woods, with the cluster of Croydon boundary posts there, then the delightful Selsdon 

Woods and around through Farleigh, along the Sanderstead boundary through the Kings Wood and 

eventually back up to Croham Valley Road. 

 

Walk 8 – Farleigh 

When I did my own beating the bounds walks, I included Farleigh along with Selsdon but this made 

for a really long walk with some doubling back on yourself, so for this map I’ve split if off as a 

separate walk. This could start and finish at the 353 bus stop at the end of Court Wood Lane (bus 

stop called ‘Selsdon Wood Nature Reserve’) and would make a nice shorter route of 9-10km. 

https://twitter.com/citycommons?lang=en
https://www.croydon.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2021-02/kings-wood-history.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Greater_London_boundary_changes
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/selsdon-wood
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Farleigh Parish became part of Godstone Rural District in 1894, then Coulsdon and Purley Urban 

District in 1933. By virtue of being part of that, it was included in the London borough of Croydon in 

1965 but was transferred back out of Greater London in 1969 and is now part of Tandridge district. 

The hamlet retains a rural feel, and the simple, ancient parish church of St Marys is worth a short 

diversion from the walk to visit. 

Going clockwise from the end of Court Wood Lane, the walk includes Frith Wood, Hutchinson Bank 

alongside Featherbed Lane, Crab Wood, then up to Little Farleigh Common where the first of three 

Coal tax posts alongside a footpath reminds us of the longstanding semi-detached relationship with 

London of this part of the world. The route through Greatpark Wood takes us past the northern edge 

of what had been Warlingham Park Hospital, now a housing development. This was the mental 

hospital for Croydon Corporation and a reminder of the way what were sometimes perceived as 

‘unwanted’ land uses were often put at the edge or even beyond boundaries of a place. From 

Greatpark wood, another two Coal tax posts see us pass the Harrow Pub and then head north 

through Farleigh Common and up to the southern edge of Selsdon Woods. 

 

 

 

 

 


